WITH DD15
Support You Can Count On

Overhaul Costs

Our extensive national service and support
network is well established and speaks for
itself. With backing you can count on, our
factory-trained technicians will give you and
your business the right assistance and advice,
when you need it.

When it comes to restoring power, efficiency
and reliability, Detroit offers a tailored overhaul
solution to suit various needs and budgets:

RELIABILITY IS
THE DIFFERENCE
DD15

1. DD15 StepUP offers progressive fixed price
programs that include genuine factory parts
and labour, saving you time and money.
With a 12-month warranty for additional
peace of mind.
2. Use genuine Detroit or Reliabilt
remanufactured parts to perform DD15
engine overhauls through your Penske
Power Systems branch or approved Detroit
dealer location.
3. For total peace of mind, purchase a brand
new, out of the box, DD15 with a full
two-year unlimited kilometre warranty.
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DDI5 COST OF
OWNERSHIP SAVINGS

The Benchmark in Reliability
With a proven track record in the design and
manufacture of heavy duty diesel engines,
Detroit offers customers a superior level of
reliability and performance. Our customers
have come to rely on Detroit’s heavy duty
engine platform as the industry standard.
And with over 500,000 DD15 engines
in service worldwide, it is the standard
to beat.

No Midlife Crisis
Benefiting from design and manufacturing
processes developed by some of the world’s
best engineers, and using advanced materials,
the DD15 pushes engine tune-up intervals out
to 400,000 kilometres.

Extended warranty from other engine
manufacturers will cost operators up to $6,000,
with additional and extensive midlife changeouts of up to $16,000, to maintain their coverage.

No-cost 5-year
extended warranty

And with no midlife crisis, Detroit offers
customers peace of mind.

$6,000

Saving You Money
Detroit’s reliability means you pay less.
Fuel economy you can rely on together with
no midlife crisis means a low total cost of
ownership, saving you money and keeping your
truck on the road, increasing your productivity
and earning your business money.

400,000 kilometre
tune-ups

$1,800
20% less
oil capacity

Whilst other manufacturers require
you to undertake extensive component
change-outs at the engine’s midlife,
costing up to $16,000, the DD15 does
not. This provides additional cost of
ownership benefits and keeps your
truck on the road longer.

$1,100

No midlife
change-outs

$16,000
60,000 kilometre
oil drains

$4,600
33% longer
first-life-tooverhaul

Industry Best Warranty
All DD15 engines are backed by the
most comprehensive no-cost extended
warranty package in the industry at five
years, 1,000,000 kilometres, 15,000 hours
or 500,000 litres of fuel burn (whichever
occurs first).

$15,000
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INSET LOCATION MAP

Through an extensive Australian and New
Zealand network, your nearest authorised
Detroit dealer is now closer than ever. Trained,
tooled-up and ready to go, you can rest easy
in the knowledge that you’re getting superior
Detroit genuine parts and service at your local
authorised Detroit dealer.

Contact your Australian representative on
1300 688 338 or visit penskeps.com to find
your local Detroit Dealer.
Contact your New Zealand representative on
+ 64 (0)9 250 7800 or visit penskeps.co.nz to
find your local Detroit dealer.
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OPERATE IN THE BLACK

DETROIT SERVICE NETWORK
NOW CLOSER THAN EVER

